A Page in a Book
The Best Books from A to Z
Sharing the alphabet is one of the tools out of the box when we begin to teach kids
their first ‘school’ skill. Using the basic building blocks of our language, the alphabet is the
most common touchstone that parents and caregivers turn to when seeking to expand kids’
knowledge base as they approach the reading age. The ABCs offer endless teachable moments with children and we’re surrouned by objects that all start with…a letter. But rather than
falling back on the popular refrains of ‘A’ is for ‘apple’, ‘B’ is for ‘ball’ and so on – the following
titles present 26 clever and refreshing introductions to the letters that get all English language
learning started. Check out these titles that are the alphabetical order of the day!

ABCers

by Carole Lexa Schaefer, Illustrated by Pierr Morgan (Viking/Penguin)
Exploring the alphabet becomes a team effort in Schaefer and Morgan’s creative take on the first
letters that get it all started. Moving away from commonplace nouns and toward active descriptions
of the moments that children experience in real life, this book teaches letters through shared activities
that are familiar to kids and their playmates. The alphabet lives in the moment with delightfully illustrated
offerings like ‘A’ is for ‘arm linkers’, ‘W’ is for ‘water splashers’ and more. Highlighting the things that children do together forms the theme that moves this tribute to the alphabet into the active mode category
of great ABC titles!

Once Upon an Alphabet: Short Stories for
All the Letters

by Oliver Jeffers (Philomel/Penguin)
Expanding beyond the traditional approach of teaching the alphabet with one-on-one word association, author/illustrator Oliver Jeffers has turned his talents toward the letters that got it all started.
Crafting short stories (each only a few sentences long), Jeffers introduces every letter with a clear title
page that features the starring member of the alphabet, followed by a brief tale that embeds the key
player in both starting and supporting roles. Less about learning the alphabet and more about living
it, this charming primer on the building blocks of our language is a richly crafted and awesomely sly
paean to the letters that make the words that make the stories…about the letters we love.

R is for Robot: A Noisy Alphabet

by Adam F. Watkins (Price Stern Sloan / Penguin)
Tasked with building an alphabet, an army of robots undertake a project that creates a
cacophony of sound as the ABCs takes shape. Using the phonetic approach, the letters of the
alphabet are introduced through the sounds generated as each letter is hammered, hoisted, and
wheeled into place. An onomatopoetic feast of hisses, beeps, puffs and whirs accompany each
leading letter as the mechanical team of robots work to get the alphabet in shape and in order.
Just like the letters of the alphabet, each page reveals uniquely designed, marvelously illustrated
robots that drive the energy in this picture book. This is the alphabet book that will be ‘yoinked’ off
the reading shelf to enjoy again and again!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Music to Their Ears

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

One of the earliest connections we make with our children is
through music. From the whispered lullabies that soothe their
souls to the cheerful songs that entertain and raise their spirits,
we use music to connect with the hearts and minds of children
every day. Encouraging children to explore music through play
also helps them discover styles, themes and lyrics that they can
connect with independently. It’s just a matter of time before kids
grow old enough to commandeer your playlist and speakers.
The following resources encourage kids to find their own beat,
cultivate their individual musical taste and add their distinctive
voice to a musical landscape they create.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Jungle Jingles

Rockstar Guitar

Making creative
rhythm available to the
younger set, the Jungle
Jingles set puts the first
musical means into the littlest hands. With wild style,
this artistically crafted set
of instruments features musical tools that are instantly
accessible to beginners.
Including an Antelope slide whistle, Giraffe maracas, a sinuous
snake stick for percussion and more – this collection of early
instruments invites kids to explore a jungle of new sounds. Get
ready for wild results as the preschool set leads the beats with
the Jungle Jingles musical instrument set from Toysmith!

Kids who crave the spotlight
jump to center stage with the
Rockstar Guitar from International
Playthings. Featuring three preprogrammed songs, the fret board
also includes buttons that encourage
independent composition using a
variety of sounds and rhythms. The
pull up swing bar, light-up strumming
section and hands-free mic add even
more rock star style to every performance moment. Whether your
child loves singing along or is ready to create their own signature
sound, the Rockstar Guitar will move your music-maker from fan
to home-famous in an instant!

(Toysmith)

(International Playthings/Early
Learning Centre)

KidiJamz Studio

Learning Tunes
Karaoke

(V-Tech)

Today’s musical landscape has turned the spotlight toward the producers
and DJs who craft the sounds
behind the superstars. Give
your budding musician the
early tools to craft their own
musical mix with the KidiJamz
studio. With 20 kid-friendly tunes to start, artists can enhance and
alter music with various styling and rhythms in the studio. The microphone allows digital voice effects and there’s even a scratching disc
and a detachable music player so they can to take their latest cuts
on the road. The big variety of tools available with the KidiJamz Studio combine with ease of use so that the youngest music producers
can create musical styling that’s all their own!

(V-Tech)

Preschool sing-a-long takes
a giant step forward with VTech’s Learning Tunes Karaoke
machine. Complete with 15
‘standards’ in three different
modes of play, the microphone
also features voice effects using
a slider button that alters their voice with hilarious results.
Learning songs that feature numbers and letters can get a
whole new sound treatment with robot voice, echoes and
more! Additionally, the LED screen features interactive facial
expressions and animations that enhance engagement with
this entertaining musical partner.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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